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Abstract
Algorithms for sort-last parallel volume rendering on large distributed memory machines usually divide a dataset
equally across all nodes for rendering. Depending on the features that a user wants to see in a dataset, all the
nodes will rarely finish rendering at the same time. Existing compositing algorithms do not often take this into
consideration, which can lead to significant delays when nodes that are compositing wait for other nodes that are
still rendering. In this paper, we present an image compositing algorithm that uses spatial and temporal awareness
to dynamically schedule the exchange of regions in an image and progressively composite images as they become
available. Running on the Edison supercomputer at NERSC, we show that a scheduler-based algorithm with
awareness of the spatial contribution from each rendering node can outperform traditional image compositing
algorithms.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture—
Parallel processing I.3.2 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics Systems—Distributed/network graphics

1. Introduction
Visualization is increasingly important in the scientific community. Several High Performance Computing (HPC) centers, such as the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)
and Livermore Computing Center (LC), now have clusters dedicated to visualization. Most clusters in HPC centers are usually distributed memory machines with hundreds
or thousands of nodes, each of which has a very powerful
CPU and/or GPU with lots of memory, connected through a
high-speed network. The most commonly used approach for
parallel rendering on these systems is sort-last [MCEF94].
In sort-last parallel rendering, the data to be visualized is
equally distributed among the nodes. Each node loads its assigned subset of the dataset that it renders to an image. During the compositing stage, the images are exchanged, and
the final image is gathered on the display node. In this paper,
our focus is on the compositing stage of distributed volume
rendering.
Image compositing has two parts: computation (blending) and communication. Many algorithms, such as Binary
Swap [MPHK93] and Radix-k [PGR∗ 09], have been developed for image compositing. These algorithms try to
evenly distribute the computation among the nodes. However, as shown by Grosset et al. [GPC∗ 15], image compositing algorithms should pay more attention to communicac The Eurographics Association 2016.

tion than to computation. Nowadays, the computing power
of nodes in a supercomputer greatly exceeds the communication speed between nodes. Trying to minimize communication and overlapping communication with computation is
more important than focusing on evenly balancing the workload. In this paper, we focus specifically on communication,
and threads and auto-vectorization are used to fully benefit
from the computational power of CPUs.
The time each node takes to finish rendering its assigned
region of a dataset in sort-last parallel rendering is rarely
the same. There are several reasons for this, first, it is rare
for datasets to have a uniform distribution of data. Figure 1
shows two commonly used test volume datasets that have
numerous empty regions after a transfer function has been
applied to extract interesting features in each dataset. The
nodes assigned to rendering these empty regions have much
less work to do and will finish early. Second, when using perspective projection, nodes closer to the camera produce a larger image compared to nodes far from the camera. Rendering a larger image takes more time than rendering a smaller image. Finally, if the user zooms in on one
specific region of a dataset, part of the dataset might fall outside the viewing frustum and not need to be rendered. Moreover, the difference in rendering speed is further increased
if lighting is used and normals need to be calculated, and if
the rendering takes place on a medium-sized cluster where
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there are hundreds rather than thousands of nodes, the time
taken to render a large image can be substantially greater
than the time to render a small image. If we do not want
the uneven rendering to slow down compositing, nodes that
are done rendering should exchange images only with nodes
that are also done rendering, and not wait on nodes which are
still rendering. In this paper, we keep track of which nodes
are done compositing, and only schedule compositing when
nodes have completed rendering.

Figure 1: Two commonly used test datasets: the Bonsai
dataset on the left and Backpack dataset on the right.
One of the common approaches for load balancing in distributed volume rendering is to split and distribute the dataset
based on how long each region will take to render, the approach used by Marchesin et al. [MMD06] and Fogal et
al. [FCS∗ 10], rather than just diving the data equally using,
for example, a k-d tree. However, arbitrarily assigning data
to nodes may not be an effective strategy when considering
in situ visualization. Data movement, between nodes or writing to disk, is very costly in large scale simulations. As mentioned by Yu et al. [YWG∗ 10], for in situ visualization, it
is the simulation code that dictates the data partitioning and
distribution among nodes. Thus, in situ visualization uses the
same nodes for visualization as those generating the data in
the simulation and is best performed without requiring data
movement between nodes or disk. In this paper, we propose
that work is scheduled at the compositing stage and does not
require data redistribution for balanced rendering. Since the
image compositing only transfers sub-images, our proposed
technique would be easily integrated with existing in situ visualization and analysis software.
The main contribution of this paper is an image compositing algorithm that uses a scheduler with both spatial and
temporal awareness of the compositing process. We start by
dividing the final image into a number of regions r and create
a depth-ordered list of nodes for each region. Based on the
data loaded by each node and the properties of the camera,
the contribution of each node to regions of the final image
can be determined. Nodes not contributing to a region can
then be removed from that region’s list. The scheduler also
updates the region list after each node is done rendering by
eliminating nodes that rendered nothing for a region. This
process ensures that a node not contributing to a region is

never made to receive data for that region, thus minimizing
communication. The algorithm then schedules the exchange
of images and ensures that no nodes wait for a node that
is still rendering if another option for compositing is available. Thus, when the slowest node is done rendering, most of
the regions of the final image have already been composited
and there is minimal overhead to assemble the final image.
The algorithm uses one MPI rank per node and threads for
CPU cores, which Howison et al. [HBC10] showed to be better than one MPI rank per core. Auto-vectorization is also
used to fully leverage the compute capabilities of modern
CPUs, and asynchronous MPI communication is also used
to overlap communication with computation. We compare
this scheduling-based image compositing algorithm against
TOD-Tree on the Edison supercomputer at NERSC using a
box and sphere artificial dataset and a combustion dataset.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
commonly used compositing algorithms and techniques that
are used to achieve load balance in distributed volume rendering. Section 3 describes our algorithm and the implementation details. The results are presented in section 4 where
we also discuss the results of strong scaling on three types
of datasets. Finally, the paper is wrapped up in section 5 with
the conclusion and future work.
2. Previous Work
Many algorithms have been designed to tackle image compositing in distributed volume rendering. The simplest algorithm is serial direct send in which all the processes involved
in rendering send their rendered image to the display node,
which then blends them together. This approach results in a
massive load imbalance and can be quite slow for large images and many nodes. Parallel direct send [Hsu93], [Neu94]
improves on serial direct send by dividing the workload
among all the processes. Each process is responsible for one
section of the final image and gathers that section from all
other processes. In the gathering stage, each process sends
its authoritative section to the display node.
Tree-based algorithms have also been used for image
compositing. In binary tree compositing, each node is represented as a leaf of the tree. The height h of the tree is
log2 n where n is the number of nodes in the tree. In each
subtree, a child sends its data to its sibling for blending and
becomes inactive. This exchange goes on for each level of
the tree until the final image is at the root (display node)
of the tree. Binary Swap [MPHK93] improves on this approach by keeping all nodes active until the gathering stage.
Initially, each node is responsible for the whole image. At
each level of the tree, nodes responsible for the same region
are paired in a subtree and exchange information so that each
is responsible for half of the image for which it was initially
responsible for. This process continues until there is only
one node responsible for each 1/n section of the final image. Then the display node gathers these sections from all
c The Eurographics Association 2016.
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n nodes. Binary Swap has been extended for non-powers of
2 by Yu et al. [YWM08]. In Radix-k [PGR∗ 09], instead of
grouping nodes in pairs for a round, the size of regions to
be grouped is determined by a vector k where k = k1 , k2 , ....
In each ki -sized group, the nodes exchange information, in
a parallel direct send way, so that each node in a ki -sized
group is responsible for 1/ki of the final image. All nodes
with the same authoritative section of the image are then collected into groups of size ki+1 , which continues for i rounds,
followed by a gather stage in which each authoritative section is assembled on the display node. These algorithms
have been implemented by Moreland et al. [MKPH11] in
ICET [Mor11] along with some optimizations for communication.
To account for the much faster compute speed compared to communication speed in supercomputers, Grosset
et al. [GPC∗ 15] developed the TOD-Tree algorithm, which
focuses on reducing and overlapping communication with
computation. TOD-Tree has a parallel direct send stage to
balance the workload, followed by k-ary compositing to reduce communication. Also, Howison et al. [HBC12] showed
that parallel rendering is faster when one MPI rank is used
per node instead of per core. Therefore, we also use one MPI
rank per node, and we use threads and auto-vectorization on
the CPU.
However, although these algorithms are fast, they do no
take into account the contents of the image from each rendering process. They all decide statically for which region a
computing process should be responsible and stick to that allocation. A process, then, may be responsible for a region for
which it does not have any initial content, which needlessly
increases communication. However, some algorithms take
into account the image contents of a node. The Scheduled
Linear Image Compositing (SLIC) algorithm of Stompel et
al. [SML∗ 03] ensures that the region to which a process is
assigned is the one to which it contributes. The contribution
to the final image from each process is computed based on
the data extents loaded by a process and the camera position. Scan lines of the overlapping regions are assigned to
processes contributing to them in an interleaving fashion.
Also, image regions that do not overlap with other images
are directly sent to the display node without any blending.
Strengert et al. [SMW∗ 04] used the SLIC algorithm for image compositing on GPU clusters. However, although SLIC
has spatial awareness of the contribution of each rendering
process, it does not have any temporal awareness, that is, it
does not know when a process will finish rendering and is
ready to participate in compositing.
Load balancing approaches to distributed volume rendering usually take rendering time into account when compositing. Fang et al. [FSZ∗ 10] use a pipeline approach in which
they overlap rendering and compositing. Systems that provide a complete solution to rendering and compositing, such
as Equalizer system [EMP09] and Chromium [HHN∗ 02],
c The Eurographics Association 2016.

have knowledge of both compositing and rendering that
gives them more flexibility to balance the workload. The
Equalizer framework uses the direct send technique of Eilemann et al. [EP07] that splits images into tiles to improve image compositing. Other approaches, such as that of Moloney
et al. [MWMS07], use an estimate on the cost to render a pixel to do dynamic load balancing using a sort-first
rendering approach, and Muller et al. [MSE07], Fogal et
al. [FCS∗ 10], and Marchesin et al. [MMD06] use the previous rendering time in a time varying datatset to estimate the
cost of rendering the current timestep. Frey and Ertl [FE11]
redundantly distribute blocks of volume data across the rendering nodes to allow for easier load balancing. In this paper, we do not try to move the data between nodes and estimate the rendering time. Instead, we communicate with the
rendering nodes to schedule compositing accordingly. Being
able to move the data between nodes may help reduce the
rendering imbalance among nodes, but in the case of in situ
visualization, data movement is often too costly and we have
to use the data decomposition dictated by the simulation. In
these situations, the only place to deal with load imbalance
would be at the compositing stage.
3. Methodology
It is rare for rendering on all the nodes of a distributed memory machine to finish at the same time. Improving compositing time, therefore, requires minimizing the time between
when the slowest process finishes rendering and compositing is complete; the orange region in figure 2. For that to
happen, processes still rendering should not delay compositing.

Figure 2: Rendering + Compositing timeline.
One of the issues with compositing algorithms such as
parallel Direct Send, Binary Swap, Radix-k, and TOD-Tree
is their lack of awareness of which processes have finished
rendering and which processes are still rendering, which
sometimes delays image compositing as some processes
wait for images from other processes that are still rendering.
Figure 3 shows an example of eight processes doing compositing using Radix-k. Let us assume that two rounds are
needed and vector k = 4, 2. To get the correct final image,
partial images need to be blended in the correct depth order
(front-to-back or back-to-front). So, if processes 6 and 0, in
figure 3, are still rendering while the remaining processes are
compositing, Radix-k will have to wait for 6 and 0 to finish
rendering and be stuck in round 1 of parallel direct send for
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all regions. The same delay would occur in Binary Swap and
TOD-Tree if some nodes waiting to exchange images with
nodes that are still rendering since they too lack temporal
awareness.

Figure 3: The first round of Radix-k for eight processes and
four regions. The green rectangle shows the region for which
each process is responsible and the blue region shows the
data from each process. Process 6 and 0 have more data to
render and will finish rendering after the other processes.

The same set of processes can be represented as a graph
as shown in figure 4. If we blend exclusively based on depth,
processes 4, 1, 7, and 5 can start compositing while waiting
for 6 and 0 to finish rendering. Also, since there are never
any cycles in the graph, we will refer to it as a chain.
This procedure, however, can still be improved upon. If 6
and 0 do not contain information relevant to the whole image, they should not delay compositing for the whole image.
It is common for compositing algorithms to divide an image
into regions and allocate each region to a process. If, for example, four regions are used as shown in figure 3, processes
6 and 0 do not contribute to the first and last regions, and
so they should not delay compositing for these regions of
the image. If we use a chain to represent each region, process 6 and 0 will be omitted from the first and last chain. As
the number of processes increases to hundreds or even thousands, the contribution of one process to the whole image decreases. Therefore, stalling the whole compositing because
of a few slow rendering processes can be avoided; we need
to stall a only few regions. Having spatial awareness will
help mitigate this issue. Moreover, spatial awareness will
prevent the algorithm from making a process authoritative
on a region for which it has no data! For example, in figure 3, process 2 is responsible for the last region but has no

data contributing to that region. This increases communication as process 2 has to transfer all its data to other regions
and needs to get all the data for its responsible region from
other processes.
For our algorithm, we divide the image into a set of r regions with a depth-sorted chain for each region. To create
the chains for each region, we can obtain information about
the data extents each process is loading using MPI Gather,
or if a k-d tree is used to partition the data, this information can be obtained programmatically for each region from
the k-d tree. Using the extents and camera information, we
can compute the depth of each process and the position and
area contributed by each process in the final image. For each
chain, we also need to decide which processes will be responsible for gathering information. To try to ensure that different nodes are used to collect information for each chain,
the first collector node in the chain for region i is the ith node
in the chain. The second is the (i + r)th node. If a chain has
fewer than r nodes, the last node is made the collector node
for that region. The collector processes are marked with a
black circle inside, as in figure 5. The number of regions in
this case is 4. The first chain, chain 0 colored pink, has only
three nodes. So the last node is set as the collector. The second chain, chain 1 colored cyan, has seven nodes. Therefore,
node 1 and node 5 are set as collectors.

Figure 5: Four chains, one for each of the four regions (purple, blue, yellow, and gray) into which the final image is split.

This approach will only work for depth-orderable decomposition. Many simulations use block-structured AMR
grids which are depth-orderable. If, for example, unstructured grids are used, concave regions could be generated,
through domain decomposition, where sorting by depth and
then compositing the various subdomains would result in incorrect images. In this paper, our focus is on block structured grids with the block-structured decomposition already
imposed by the simulation.

3.1. Algorithm

Figure 4: Nodes sorted by depth in a chain. The red nodes
are still rendering while the green nodes are done rendering.

For our algorithm, we have set aside one process that is not
involved in compositing and rendering to act as a scheduler.
The scheduler builds a chain for each region, and the compositing processes contact the scheduler to determine with
c The Eurographics Association 2016.
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Algorithm 1: Initialize Scheduler
Collect the depth and extents for each process
Sort the processes based on depth
Construct a chain based on depth
for each region do
Use the computed depth chain as the starting point
Compute and store the extents for that region
for each process in the chain do
Compute the extents of the process
if extents of process does not overlap the
chain’s then
Delete the process from the chain
Adjust the to and from neighbor for the
deleted process
if length of chain < number of regions r then
Set the last process as a collector
else
Set every r process to be a collector
Create a buffer for final receive
Launch asynchronous MPI receive for final image

which processes they should exchange images. The chain
for each region is constructed as indicated in algorithm 1.
Based on the depth information from each process, a
depth-sorted chain, as shown in figure 4, is constructed that
is used as the initial chain for each region. For each region,
processes that do not contribute to that region are removed
from the chain, which creates spatial awareness for each region and reduces the length of each chain. In software, each
chain is implemented using a hash map, unordered_map in
C++, so that access time is always O(1), and each node of
the chain stores the neighbors to and from it. The last step is
to create a buffer to receive the composited image for each
region. This step ensures that when the final image regions
are sent to the display node, they are not written to temporary
buffer but directly to the final image.
The scheduler is then started and awaits communication
from the compositing processes. Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm for the scheduler. If the scheduler is receiving information from a process for the first time, it also receives
the extents of the rendered image. The chain for each region
is initialized based on the expected rendered extents from
each process, but depending on the transfer function, some
regions might not have been rendered for a process. Based
on the rendered extents, therefore, some nodes are removed
from region chains if they do not have any information for
that region. If that process p was marked as a collector process for a specific region, its neighbor is made a collector
process and the process p is deleted to minimize unnecessary transfer of data to that process.
Next, the scheduler performs dynamic scheduling by
deciding which processes should communicate with each
c The Eurographics Association 2016.

Algorithm 2: Scheduler
while !done do
Wait for communication from rendering processes
if first communication from a process then
Receive rendered extents from the process
for each region do
Determine extents of the region
if extents of a process does not overlap the
chain’s then
Remove the process from the chain
Adjust neighbors to and from for
deleted process
Mark the process as active in the chains where they
exists
for each active chain do
if only one process in chain then
Mark process to send information to
display node
Erase chain
else
Find neighbor for incoming node
if neighbor found then
Determine if sender or receiver
Mark receiver as busy
Delete sender from chain
Save sender and receiver information
for each active chain do
if size is 1 AND process is ready then
Process will send data to display node
for each process marked for communication do
Send information
if all chains are empty then
Exit Scheduler

other. In each region for which the received process is active, the received node in that chain is marked as ready and
the chain is checked to see if there is any neighbor process
marked as ready. If a valid neighbor is found and it is a collector process, the non-collector will send its data to the collector process. Otherwise, the node having the smaller image
will send data to the node with the larger image to minimize communication time. In each case, the sender node is
marked for deletion and the receiver is marked as busy. The
last step of the algorithm is to check if any chains are now
empty or have only one remaining ready process. If there is
only one ready process, it is made to send its information to
the display node and the chain is erased. The next step is to
send all the information at once to each node that has work
to do. A process might need to send data to a node x for a
specific region and receive data from the same node x for
another region. All the communication to a node from the
scheduler is done in one step.
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Algorithm 3: Compositor
Get the extents of the image rendered by the process
Count the number of active regions covered by the
image (countActiveRegions)
while !done do
if first time then
Send extents to the scheduler
else
Tell scheduler that it is ready
Wait for the scheduler to respond
for each process to communicate with do
if Only process in chain then
Send data to display node
countActiveRegions -= 1
else
if Send then
Async send to neighbor
countActiveRegions -= 1
else
Receive image
if last round then
Create opaque image
Create alpha buffer
Blend current image with the
background
Blend in opaque buffer
Send to display node
countActiveRegions -= 1
else
Blend with image on node
if no active regions left then
Exit loop

Each compositing node runs the Compositor algorithm
shown in algorithm 3. The first time a process communicates
with the scheduler once it is done rendering, it sends its extents to the scheduler. As mentioned before, based on the
transfer function, a process will not always render all data it
has loaded, and as spatial awareness is a key component of
our algorithm, we want to update the region chains to reflect
the state of the rendering. Also, each process will receive in
one message all the other processes with which it needs to
communicate to keep communication in the system to a minimum. Information for each communication will contain the
neighbor with which to communicate, the region, blending
direction, and MPI tag. Also, each send from a process is in
the form of an asynchronous send to maximize overlapping
communication with computation.

test runs where we experimented with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and
32 regions for 4,096 x 4,096 sized images. When few regions are used, a slow node impacts few regions, but since
each region occupies a substantial portion of the image, compositing ends up being slow. For example, if we use only
two regions for an 8K x 8K image, and there is one slow
node in the upper region, half of the compositing is delayed
by one node. If too many regions are used, one slow node
will impact many small regions, but since there are many regions, the overall impact of a slow region will be less. However, many regions will result in lots of communication with
many exchanges, which we want to avoid. Sixteen regions
provided a good balance between avoiding too much communication and one node having too much of an impact on
the whole compositing process.
4. Testing and Results
The test platform used is the Edison Cray XC30 supercomputer at NERSC. Edison uses the Cray Aries high-speed interconnect with Dragonfly topology that has an MPI bandwidth of about 8 GB/sec and latency in the range of 0.25
to 3.7 usec. It has 5,576 compute nodes, each of which has
two 2.4 GHz 12-core Ivy Bridge processors with 64 GB of
memory per node. We scaled up to 2,048 nodes of the 5,576
nodes of Edison.
The test datasets that we used are an artificial box and artificial sphere test dataset and a combustion dataset shown
in figure 6. The combustion dataset has 106,457,688 cells,
stored as doubles, and is split into 5,996 blocks for a total
size of 0.9 GB. It is part of combustion dataset that has 30
scalar values per timestep and about 500 timesteps. Fuel is
injected into the combustion chamber through a number of
tubes located at the bottom of the dataset. Combustion starts
above these tubes and rises to the top of the combustion
chamber, hitting the ceiling and the walls. When visualizing this dataset, much more work has to be done in the upper
regions of the dataset, thereby creating an imbalance in the
rendering workload. The artificial datasets are simpler: each
rendering process is assigned one block of uniform scalar
data per node. The box dataset is similar to what was used by
Moreland et al. [MWP01], and we also introduced a sphere
dataset whose diameter is equal to the length of the cube.

3.2. Choosing number of regions
For the scaling run, we have set the number of regions to
be 16. This number was determined after a series of initial

Figure 6: The datasets: box (left), sphere (middle), and
combustion (right).
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The algorithm we compared against is the TOD-Tree algorithm of Grosset et al. [GPC∗ 15]. Grosset et al. have
shown that TOD-Tree generally performs better than Radixk and both TOD-Tree, and our algorithm uses threads and
auto-vectorization compared to the ICET library [Mor11],
which does not use threads.

4.1. Scheduler Cost

Figure 7: Scaling of the combustion dataset on Edison showing rendering and compositing.

Figure 8: Scaling of the combustion dataset on Edison showing compositing only.

c The Eurographics Association 2016.

Building and running the scheduler is fast: the time it took to
construct the region chains and using MPI Gather to collect
the depth and extents information from each node, for 2,048
nodes, was measured to be on average 0.5 millisecond. The
time it took the scheduler to respond to a compositing node
if neighbors were available was on average 0.2 millisecond.
With a latency of at most 3.7 millionth of a second, the cost
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of communicating with the scheduler is minimal compared
to the cost of exchanging data among nodes.

4.2. Scaling Studies
For each of the three datasets, and for each of the three image sizes used (2,048 x 2,048, 4,096 x 4,096, and 8,192 x
8,192 pixels), we performed 10 runs after an initial warm-up
run, and the results are the average of these runs after some
outliers have been eliminated.

translated in the chains by the box having a faster compositing time since what we are showing as compositing time
is the time interval between the slowest rendering and final
image being ready. For TOD-Tree, the sphere is generally
faster since there is overall less data to process. As with the
combustion dataset, compositing gets faster as the number
of nodes increases. Here again, when more nodes are used,
each node has a smaller share of the entire image, and a slow
node impacts fewer regions, resulting in faster compositing.

Figure 7 shows the total time it takes to render and composite the combustion dataset for up to 2048 nodes on Edison. As expected, as the number of nodes increases, the total
time it takes to render the dataset decreases. The focus of
this paper is image compositing and so, for the remainder of
this section, we focus on compositing.
Depending on the amount of rendering work each node
has to do, compositing will start at different times on each
node. The compositing time that needs to be minimized is
the time interval between when the slowest rendering job
finishes and the final image is ready on the display node;
the orange region in figure 2. Any compositing done in the
interval of time between the fastest rendering node and the
slowest rendering node does not slow down the entire compositing process. Therefore, the compositing time that we
measured and plotted in figures 8 and 9 is the time interval
between the slowest rendering job and the image being ready
on the display node.
Figure 8 shows the compositing time for the combustion
dataset for 2,048 x 2,048 (2Kx2K), 4,096 x 4,096 (4Kx4K),
and 8,192 x 8,192 (8Kx8K) sized images for TOD-Tree
and our Dynamically Scheduled Region-Based (DSRB) algorithm. When there are few nodes, each node renders a
larger region and so influences many regions of the chain.
We therefore do not gain much from overlapping rendering with compositing since compositing, in most regions, is
stalled by waiting for other nodes. As the number of nodes
increases and the contribution of each node to regions decreases, the overlapping of compositing and rendering allows us to perform better than the TOD-Tree, which does
not have any spatial or temporal awareness of the image being rendered from each node. We also see that there is more
variation for the 2K x 2K image compared to the 4K x 4K
image and 8K x 8K image since it is more communication
bound. The 8K x 8K image has the least variation as it is
more computation bound.
The Dynamically Scheduled Region-Based compositing
algorithm also performs faster than TOD-Tree on the artificial dataset. The difference in compositing times between
the sphere and box is minimal in most cases. However,
since there is less data for the sphere dataset, it takes less
time to render compared to the box dataset and so has less
"free compositing time" compared to the box dataset. This is

Figure 9: Scaling of the artificial box and sphere datasets
on Edison - showing compositing only.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced an image compositing
algorithm that has both spatial and temporal awareness of
compositing. Spatial awareness ensures that no compositing
processes will ever receive data for a region to which it does
not contribute, thereby minimizing communication. Temporal awareness ensures that processes do not try to communicate with processes that are still rendering, thereby minimizing delays. Combining spatial and temporal awareness
streamlines compositing by allowing several regions of an
image to be fully composited fairly quickly. Compositing is
delayed only for data-intensive regions of an image. This
gives us a substantial gain compared to TOD-Tree, which
lacks spatial and temporal awareness. The DSRB algorithm
can also beneficial in situ visualization scenarios where the
domain decomposition is dictated by the simulation.
As future work, we would like to run the scheduler as
a thread on one of the compositing nodes instead of on a
separate node. Also, we would like to try to find a way to
estimate the time it takes to render on each node and see
how this approach can be used to reduce communication.
More complex visualization workloads involving polygons,
glyphs, and mixed non-volumetric data may require a more
sophisticated scheduler, perhaps employing directed graphs
instead of chains. Also, we would like to run the DSRB algorithm on a GPU-accelerated supercomputer where the rendering times are likely to be shorter than on a CPU-only accelerated supercomputer.
One of the limitations of the DSRB algorithm is where the
load is perfectly balanced. Having the extra communication
with the scheduler will decrease the performance of DSRB
algorithm. Also, as the number of nodes we use to render
increases, there will be a point at which each node will finish rendering, even with lighting and imbalance in workload,
nearly at the same time, and the differences in rendering
completion time will become negligible. We would like to
run experiments on large supercomputers to determine when
this will happen for various data and image sizes. This will
help establish the architecture dependent crossover point at
which we should switch over to algorithms, such as TODTree and Radix-k, which minimize communication. Another
limitation is the depth-orderable requirement described in
Section 3. While DSRB performs well for block-structured
decompositions, including block-structured AMR grids, unstructured grids are not guaranteed to be depth-orderable due
to the potential of concave regions. This could be overcome
with some limited data replication and would be interesting
future research.
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